
World Tourism Day 

It was our society’s first visit. It took place on India Gate, Recognised as PARYATAN PARV. It 

is organised with the objective of drawing focus on the benefits of tourism, showcasing the 

cultural diversity of the country and reinforcing the principle of “Tourism for all”. Paryatan parv 

have three main components as Dekho apna desh, Tourism for all and Governance. 

Orientation 

The society conducted its very first orientation as well as the very first event on 5 October 2018. 

The vision and mission of the society, and how and why the students should be a part of the 

same had been discussed during the orientation. The guest for the talk show was Mr. Rubhen 

D'Sa, who not only shared his overwhelmingly impressive and adventurous experiences, but 

also explained the importance of travelling. 

Diwali Mela 

On the occasion of Diwali mela in our college on the 23rd of October, our travel society 

Globetrotters organised two games and one event as a part of our contribution to it. 

1.) Arrow of accuracy - The game arrow of accuracy required the participant to pick up a 

chit among a bunch of several others which have clues written on them to guess the 

particular state, after they have guessed the state they will have to aim a dart at the 

chosen state on the dart board, completing the two steps accurately would make the 

participant a winner. 

2.) Manzil pukaare - And the game manzil pukaare involved the participants to push a loop 

of wire encircled around a straight piece of wire till it’s end without touching the latter at 

any spots, in between. On completing the above part; the participants declared a 

winner.  

Karvaan 

Globetrotters organised one game and one event as a part of our contribution to it. 

1.) The Selfie Trip- Team of 2 is allowed. The task of each team is to find the maximum items 

out of the list provided by us. Participants need to click selfie with the person who gave a 

particular item to them and the item. 

2.) Daastan “The Story”- That was the online contest the participant had to share their 

precious memories and a story related to that unforgettable trips/excursions.  

 


